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-e objective of this study is to evaluate the effect of a CFRP composite layer on the buckling behavior of metallic cylindrical shells.
To enhance the bearing capacity of steel shells, classical solutions consider internal or external metallic stiffeners (stringers and/or
rings) welded or riveted to the shell. Here, an external skin of composite material which wraps the whole metallic skin of the shell is
studied. To be valid for metallic shells structures (storage tanks like silos) as well as for metal pipes (gas or oil pipeline), the
procedure for setting up and implementing the composite must be simple.-e recommended solution is therefore tested through
experimental tests to find their limits and the configuration of optimal behavior. A consistent enhancement of bearing capacity is
observed. -is experimental base serves also to consolidate a numerical model which corroborates the experimental results. -e
good correlation between experimental and numerical results is confirmed for the whole loading process, for unstiffened and
stiffened shells. For metallic unstiffened shell, an adequacy between experiment and simulation is noticed in the mainly membrane
precritical behavior, during the buckling initiation characterized by the boundary layer problem corresponding to axisymmetric
wavelength appearance near boundaries and in the postcritical domain associated to localization of the buckling mode at one
extremity of the shell. For stiffened configuration, the enhancement of the bearing capacity of the shell is correctly gauged; this
confirms the possibility to use finite element simulation for the design.

1. Introduction

Metallic shells structures are particularly sensitive to buckling
or geometric instability. -e design, based on the initial
geometry, takes into account possible initial geometrical
imperfections through knockdown factors. However, this
initial configuration can suddenly or gradually evolve over
time conducting to a no conservatism of the initial design.
During the functioning, new shape defects can appear in-
duced by accidental overloads or creep; also local corrosion
due to severe environmental attacks can affect the material
conducting to a decrease of the shell thickness. -is can lead
to diminution of the structure’s lifetime. Furthermore,
sometimes, due to the evolution of design rules that impose
higher safety margins, for example, a new seismic design
requirement by Eurocode 8 [1], strengthening of the structure
should be considered. It is now of a fairly common practice to

repair structures as it is nonexpensive and nonobstructive
upgrading procedure. One of the common techniques to
repair and strengthen steel shells is welds, rings, stringers, or
local steel plate reinforcement. For example, Chen et al. [2]
have proposed strengthening shells against elephant foot
buckling using a small stiffener ring and discussed the size and
position of this stiffener. More recent studies, Draidi [3],
Bathika et al. [4], and Morteza and Hossein [5], explored
a new concept of strengthening shells with composite material
wrapped to the metallic skin. Composite materials, due to
their high strength, high stiffness, resistance to corrosion, and
low weight, can be of great interest in civil engineering
structures. -eir use is particularly interesting, especially in
order to increase substantially the structural performance
from the mechanical point of view, and also because of the
ease of implementation which permits stealth construction.
-e optimization possibility, according to direction’s
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reinforcement choice, and the multifunctional characteristics
(strength, anticorrosion, and tightness) are particularly ap-
preciated for civil engineering structures. Many studies have
shown the relevance of FRP (fiber reinforced plastic)materials
for the reinforcement of concrete structures [6–9] or masonry
walls [10]. However, the use of CFRP in the repair and re-
inforcement of steel or concrete shells (see the contribution of
Louhi et al. [11]) is a new concept still limited in literature
review that has the potential to improve the way shells are
repaired. -e idea is to extend and consolidate this strength-
ening technique applied for the structures ofmetal shells against
buckling. Few studies indeed consider the shells case but the
reinforcement discussed is very localized, as patch to inhibit
fatigue crack appearance or propagation [12], or to shade off
localized defect and stop their effects [13, 14]. To our knowledge,
there has not yet been any quantitative study on the buckling
behavior of metal shells strengthened with CFRP composite,
based on both experimental and numerical approaches. In our
study, buckling of thick metallic cylindrical shells structures
submitted to uniform axial compression is experimentally and
numerically investigated for the unstrengthened and CFRP-
strengthened configurations. In the case of the reinforced
configurations, different strengthened ratios with one to four
layers of CFRP are considered. -e results show that the load
bearing capacity can be enhanced more than 40%.

2. Characterization of Composite Material

-e composite is a textile of carbon fibers oriented at 90° in
accordance with ISO 7211 standard; 70% of the fibers are in
the warp direction, and 30% in the weft direction. For the
composite carbon reinforced polymer layer, an epoxy resin
with two EPONAL 380 components, serves as a matrix. -e
CFRP is a dry strip applied on a wet resin layer; setting up is
manual (Figures 1 and 2) and requires no special surface
treatment, apart from a degreasing process using a swab
soaked in methylene. -e application was executed with
expert workmanship, following the recommended application
procedure which underlines to use 40% resin for 60% strip.
But this volume law strongly depends on composite appli-
cation conditions. Although the CFRP bonding protocol is
well defined, it is clear that the resin volume will be very
different from one applicator to another, and also, the ad-
hesion between CFRP layers themselves, or steel/composite
adhesion, will be different for a shell to another.

For composite material characterization, specimens
consisting of 1 to 4 composite layers are cut from laminated
plates made under the same thermal and hydric conditions
as the composite using for the shells reinforcement. -e
specimen geometry is defined according to the European
standard NF EN 527-4.1997.

Two campaigns of classic uniaxial tests were conducted
(six tests per configuration: the warp or weft direction and
per loading mode: tension or compression). -ese tests
allowed us to confirm the orthotropic elastic character of the
composite until the ultimate failure. For certain tensile tests,
localized failures of fibers are observed before reaching the
ultimate stress. In the optimum direction of composite, an
average ultimate stress of 1400MPa is obtained, and local

fibers failures appear systematically beyond a stress of about
800MPa. Variations between tensile tests are low, below 10%
for the elastic modulus in the warp and weft direction. For
ultimate stress, the values are widely scattered in the case of
samples having only one CFRP layer. -is dispersion is less
in the case of the specimens having more than two layers of
CFRP. Table 1 summarizes the average mechanical char-
acteristics obtained in tensile tests.

-e compression behavior is very different from that in
tension. -e compression tests are very difficult to achieve
because of the buckling phenomenon and microbuckling or
delamination. For one layer under the compression, the
modulus is almost that of the resin. However, when the
layers number increases, the compressionmodulus increases
which means that the fibers have a significant contribution.
In Table 1, the results in the case of specimens comprising
three layers are presented.

3. Experimental Study

3.1. Specimens Geometry. -e mild steel cylindrical shells’
geometrical parameters are defined in Figure 3.-e shells were
reinforced by one to four CFRP layers. Two series of shells
have been tested in the experimental campaign. -e shells
have an average radius R� 68mm for Series I and 80mm for
Series II, with the same height L� 150mm for the two series.
-e thickness t corresponds to the total thickness of the steel
plus CFRP composite:

t � ta + n∗ tc, (1)

where ta is the steel shell thickness (ta � 4 mm for Series I
and ta � 4.5 mm for Series II), n is the CFRP layers number
applied on the external surface of the shell, and
tc � 0.43 mm is the nominal thickness of one CFRP layer.
-erefore, for the unstrengthened shell Series I and Series II,
plastic buckling is expected knowing that the ratio R/t � 17
(resp. R/t � 17.8 for Series II). -e steel constitutive law is
identified by the tensile tests carried out on specimens cut
and machined from the steel tubes (Figure 4). -e loading is
an axial compression applied to the upper end shell by
a hydraulic press with a maximum load capacity of 4000 kN.
For the boundary conditions (Figure 3(b)), the shell is
simply placed on the lower plate of the press which is
clamped, and the upper plate support is free to rotate, so
global rotations at the upper section of the shell are free.

3.2. Unstrengthened Shell. -e study of the buckling of the
unstrengthened shell allows us to confirm a progressive plastic
buckling resulting by the appearance and grow of an axisym-
metric wavelength (harmonic n � 0), at each end of the shell
(Figure 5(a)). During the collapse associated to the softening
branch of the load/displacement curve (in Figure 5(b)), the
buckling mode localized at one end. During the test, it is
observed that axisymmetric wavelength which corresponds
to the plastic bifurcation buckling mode develops first at the
two extremities of the shell; then just at the limit point, only
one axisymmetric wavelength continue to grows, the
other one at the opposite extremity disappear a little. -ese
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observations are in accordance with studies by Goto and
Zhang [15] and Al Galib and Limam [16]. In the postcritical
part of the load shortening curve, after the limit point, the
elephant foot bulge (axisymmetric mode) at one extremity
grows more rapidly which corresponds to mode localization
as described and explained by Bardi and Kyriakides [17];
then a 2nd critical mode associated to section ovalization
(mode n � 2) begins to grow at the level of the section which
goes radially inward, just near the external axisymmetric

bulge or elephant foot mode. -e test was then stopped,
knowing that the load deflection curve began to decrease and
the bearing capacity of the shell was passed.

In our test, the ovalization of the section develops also at
the upper part of the shell at the level of the boundary section,
knowing that the radial displacement at the boundary is not
perfectly clamped. -e mode 2, which appear as a second
bifurcation during the softening part of the load deflection
curve, as observed also for some tests and reported by Bardi

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Bonding of CFRP.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Tension: test setup and specimen; (b) compression: test setup.
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and Kyriakides [17], is then accentuated by these imperfect
boundary conditions (the radial displacement is not exactly
clamped).

According to the provided cross-sectional dimension
of the shell and yield stress (315MPa) of the constitutive
material, the axial yield capacity of the compressed cyl-
inder was estimated as 522 kN and clearly shown in
Figure 5(b). �erefore, it is expected that buckling of the
cylinder will occur after yielding was achieved. Knowing

that R/t � 17, plastic buckling is expected, which means
that yielding of the material occurs before the buckling.
Moreover, the yielding zone corresponds to the entire
length of the shell and not only con�ned near the boundary
condition.

�e setting up of the composite aims essentially for a gain
on the bearing capacity. �e objective is therefore to block or
delay the onset and the evolution of the critical mode. �e
strengthening in the axial direction cannot lead to a sub-
stantial gain. Firstly, the compression sti�ness of selected
composite is low compared to the steel layer. Secondly, the
progressive plastic buckling involves an important radial
evolution of the displacement on zero mode or axisymmetric
localized mode near the boundary. �is kind of buckling
mode known as “extensional modes,” conducts to an im-
portant circumferential strain and to an equivalent VonMises
stress equal to the yielding limit at the beginning of the
buckling process and far from the stress corresponding to the
yielding plateau (strain hardening part of the curve) for the
�nal buckling or collapse of the shell. �e optimum direction
or warp direction is therefore positioned at the shell cir-
cumference to induce a con�nement which will limit the
radial expansion of the buckling mode and plastic strain.

3.3. Case Where the Multilayered Sti�ening Is Not E�cient.
�e preliminary tests have permitted to identify the most
critical parameters. �e delamination of the interlayer and
steel/composite essentially occurs when the compression
load is applied directly to the composite reinforcement

Table 1: Characterization of CFRP composite.

Tension Compression

Modulus Average
ultimate stress

Ultimate
strain Modulus Average

ultimate stress
Ultimate
strain

Warp direction Eth
l (MPa) σthl (MPa) εthl (%) Eth

l (MPa) σthl (MPa) εthl (%)
104700 1440 1.46 11400 365 2.65

Weft direction Eth
t (MPa) σtht (MPa) εtht (%) Eth

t (MPa) σtht (MPa) εtht (%)
44700 290 0.90 12000 280 2.36

45° direction — — — Gth
45 (MPa) — —

— — — 5645 — —

t

R

L t

R

(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) Geometry characteristics of specimens tested; (b) boundary conditions (simply supported).
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Figure 4: Tensile curve and mean characteristics of mild steel.
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(in this case, the damage of the composite layer is im-
mediate) (Figure 6(a)) or when the circumferential cov-
ering length of one layer is insu¤cient (Figure 6(b)). In this
case, the induced gain on the buckling load is zero. To avoid
these pathologies, the reinforcement does not cover the
total length of the shell but stops at a distance δ � 2.444

��
Rt

√

from the shell edge [18, 19]. �is distance corresponds to the
length, at each extremity of the shell, perturbed by bending
stress caused by the boundary conditions. Far from this re-
gion, the shell supports only membrane stresses.

3.4. Behavior of the Steel/CFRP Multilayered Shell. �e
mechanical behavior of the shell strengthened by two CFRP
layers can be characterized by three phases as described in
Figure 7. �e �rst branch (1) traduces essentially the
membrane behavior, here insensitive to the strengthening
because the added membrane sti�ness is negligible com-
paratively to the metallic shell rigidity. �en a nonlinear
behavior (2) translates the interaction of the geometric
nonlinearity, or beginning of large displacements related to
buckling, and material nonlinearity or steel yielding. �e
brutal drops in loading (3) correspond to the �ber ruptures
(dynamic e�ect). �ese localized damages of CFRP conduct
to stress redistributions once again allowing a loading
increase. For all tested reinforcement con�gurations (Figure 8),
the composite allows an increase of the bearing capacity, with

more than 30% gain for three layers. Starting from three layers,
the buckling mode changes; the axisymmetric extensional
mode gives way to inextensional nonaxisymmetric modes as
mode 3 or mode 4.

3.5. E�ect of Steel/CFRP Adhesion. �e problem of
steel/CFRP adhesion is one of the concerns in which this
study wanted to answer. For the reinforcement to be ef-
fective, is it necessary to have the adhesion on the metal
shell? Or is the contact enough, even if slip is permitted?�e
question is legitimate, because metal tanks or silos do not
always have the same surface state. Mild steel, stainless steel,
or aluminum does not have the same surface roughness.
Moreover, a surface paint can completely change this
roughness. Sometimes, the cleanliness of the surface, nec-
essary to the development of the adhesion, is not guaranteed.
In several cases, the presence of hydrocarbons or oil or even
corrosion products can strongly a�ect the adhesion locally,
and this imperfection can spread in time.�erefore, it seems
essential to evaluate the contribution of the CFRP in the case
where there is no adhesion. �at’s why appropriate exper-
imental tests dedicated to this con�guration without ad-
hesion were studied.

To gauge the adhesion e�ect of the reinforcement on the
metal, two con�gurations were tested (only for Series II). For
the �rst con�guration, the reinforcement is applied directly
on the steel, while for the second one, the presence of
a plastic �lm prevents the bond of CFRP on the steel
(Figure 9). Tests show that the bearing capacity is then
unchanged, with about 3% di�erences, although the pre-
critical behavior di�ers (Figures 10 and 11). In the case of
nonadhesion, the role at the interface delays the tension
appearance of the composite, which is initiated from
the beginning of loading (Poisson e�ect) in the case with
adhesion. When the mode is progressed su¤ciently, the
steel comes into contact with the composite, and the
steel/composite multilayer functions as in the case of perfect
adhesion (Figures 10 and 11). Furthermore, the linear part
does not change. �ere is a di�erence between the perfect
adhesion and nonadhesion case but at the initiation of the
nonlinear phase. With adhesion, the composite band ef-
fectively works earlier and works harder to decrease (delay)
the radial expansion (buckling) and therefore to increase the
e�ort. However, it seems that the strengthening in the
nonadhesion case can achieve higher ultimate loads. But this
type of strengthening without adhesion allows the shell to
initiate a buckling mode that could cause, in some cases, the
ruin of the structure before the CFRP goes into action. �e
implementation of CFRP with adhesion gives slightly lower
results in terms of ultimate load, but the CFRPworks as soon
as the charging of the structure and thus provides a guar-
antee to preserve the functionality of the structure by
avoiding the initiation of buckling.

After adjustment (Figure 12), it is noted that the ri-
gidities perfectly overlap from the moment that the radial
evolution guarantees the tension appearance of the com-
posite. �ese tests have allowed us to conclude that the
steel/composite bonding is not fundamental in terms of
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Figure 5: Unstrengthened shell: (a) extensional axisymmetric
mode (n � 0); (b) load/displacement curve.
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bearing capacity.�en, for estimation of the bearing capacity
using a numerical model, assuming perfect bonding seems
relevant. Note that in the nonadherent case, the composite

damage is delayed. �is therefore allows a slight supple-
mentary gain compared to the adherent case (between 1%
and 10%).

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6: (a) Damage to the steel/composite interface; (b) interlayer delamination due to localized loading on CFRP; (c) null or insu¤cient
covering conducts to inhibit “belt e�ect” of the CFRP layer.
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Figure 7: Load-de®ection curves and mechanical behavior of unstrengthened and strengthened con�gurations. (a) Series I. (b) Series II.
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4. Numerical Simulation and Interpretations

4.1.NumericalModel. Numerical simulations are conducted
with ABAQUS �nite element code. �e S8R shell element,
based on Koiter-Sanders shell theory, is well adapted for thin
or intermediate thick shells. �e steel and the CFRP have
been modelled by the multilayer S8R shell element. �e
multilayer shell type approach has been chosen to exclude
the interface problems, as perfect bonding of the composite
layer to the steel layer is considered and debonding or in-
terface damage are excluded. �e CFRP is modelled by an
external 0.43mm thickness layer, perfectly bonded to
a 4mm thick steel shell layer. For the case strengthened with
several layers of CFRP, the layers number considered in the
numerical model is equal to the one used in the experimental
test. �e perfect adhesion was also assumed between the
CFRP layers. As Figure 13 shows, only a quarter of the shell
is meshed, knowing that plastic bifurcation analysis con-
ducted on the whole shell shows that the potential critical
modes are mainly modes 0 and 4.

�e boundary conditions are the symmetry on both
vertical edges; this choice is compatible with the expected
buckling mode in the unstrengthened case or strengthened

case with one or two layers (axisymmetric mode). In the case
of the buckling with a nonaxisymmetric mode, this hy-
pothesis remains valid. It is con�rmed by a calculation with
the antisymmetric conditions on one or both vertical edges.
�e shell base is clamped, as well as the upper part where
only Uz (vertical displacement) is free. �e incremental
calculation is thus carried out in imposed displacement in
order to be able to pass the limit point.

�e constitutive law behavior of materials is de�ned by
layer. For mild steel, an elastoplastic law with isotropic
hardening was considered. Although the �nite element
model is based on a 2D mesh model, the updating of the
thickness has been taken into account. �is arti�ce is nec-
essary in the case of the large deformations inherent to the
critical behavior associated with progressive plastic buckling.
�e radial evolution of the axisymmetric bulge which tra-
duces the progressive plastic buckling leads to circumfer-
ential strains about 5%. For the CFRP, an orthotropic elastic
behavior was considered. Neither the ultimate stress nor the
various damages (�bers ruptures) that precede the critical
threshold or layer failure are considered here. �e consid-
eration of damage associated to �bers failure or layers de-
lamination or failure will be the object of a further studies.

4.2. Unstrengthened Shell. �e numerical simulation con-
�rms the buckling on axisymmetric mode or elephant foot
mode. Axisymmetric wavelength develops at each end of the
structure. In the initial linear phase, the behavior is classic
with the “barrel e�ect” or Poisson e�ect; then the axisym-
metric wave appears and evolves to the plastic hinge which
corresponds to the limit point.

�e correlation between experiment and simulation is
quite good in terms of initial behavior (precritical), ultimate
load (deviation is <1%), and critical mode (Figure 14). After
the plateau which corresponds to achievement of ductility
plateau in terms of stresses, the experiment/simulation
curves deviate. �is can be explained by the experimental
boundary conditions which do not correspond to perfect
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Figure 8: Load/displacement curves: e�ects of the number of layers. (a) Series I. (b) Series II.

Figure 9: Application of a plastic �lm on external surface of the
metal shell.
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embedding. �e ampli�cation of the axisymmetric mode, as
well as the imperfections of the boundary conditions, in-
duces the appearance of the ovalization mode n � 2. During
the test, a mode n � 0 was obtained on both sides of the shell
structure, but during the collapse (softening branch), there
was localization of the axisymmetric mode at only one
extremity (Figure 5), and the wavelength at the other side
disappears.

4.3.�e Strengthened Shell. In the case of reinforcement with
one and two layers of CFRP, the calculations perfectly re-
produce the �rst elastic branch, the beginning of plasticity, the
�rst part of the nonlinear behavior, and the buckling mode
(Figures 15 and 16). �e experiment/simulation di�erence
appears as soon as there is a localized rupture failure of the
CFRP which is not taken into account in our basic model.
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Figure 10: E�ect of adhesion for 1 and 2 CFRP layers—Series II.
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Figure 11: E�ect of adhesion for 3 and 4 CFRP layers—Series II.
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In the experimental curve, this local failure conducts to a drop
of the bearing capacity, but a redistribution of the stress
conducts to a possible increase again of the loading process,
but the reserve or possible increase of the load is limited, and
the initial maximal load sustained cannot be reached again.
But the ductile collapse of the shell characterized by damage
evolution through the composite layers is noticed (�bers
failure is clearly noticed here). Knowing that the numerical
model does not take into account local failure of �bers and
damage at the interface of the layers of the composite, the
calculations, therefore, overestimate the structure capacity.

For the case of one-layer CFRP reinforcement, stress and
strain state of the multilayer (steel/CFRP) were analysed for
di�erent reference points positioned on the load/de®ection
curve (Figure 15(b)). �e warp direction which corresponds
to the circumferential direction of the shell was mainly

chosen to analyse stress and strain states; the CFRP thus
works essentially in traction. Deformations and stresses (εθ,
σθ et εZ, σZ) supported, respectively, by the CFRP layer and
the steel layer are given in Table 2.

Table 2 shows that when the steel yields, the CFRP
undergoes a circumferential stress induced by the initiation
of buckling which allows delaying the evolution of the mode
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Figure 15: Numerical and experimental load/displacement curves.
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Figure 16: Experimental obtained extensionmode (composite removal) and numerical one (VonMises stresses in the steel layer) of one and
two layers of CFRP.

Table 2: Numerical stresses and strains for each layer.

Five reference points 1 2 3 4 5

Steel layer σΖ (MPa) 319.2 321.2 392.2 430 430
εΖ (%) 0.069 0.18 1.4 3.6 5.1

CFRP layer σθ (MPa) 65.3 172.4 1440 3799 4971
εθ (%) 0.069 0.18 1.4 3.6 5.1
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(point number 1 and number 2). At point number 4, the steel
reaches the ultimate stress but not the ultimate deformations
(σu � 430 MPa obtained from the steel tensile curve, see
Figure 4), and the CFRP reaches the ultimate stress (rupture)
at the point number 3 (σthl � 1440MPa obtained from
Table 1). �erefore, if the ultimate state of the composite
(failure) was taken into account in the numerical model,

instead of the actual perfectly elastic chosen model, the
collapse will be around point number 3, and consequently
the tests can be better correlated. We recall that in our
numerical model, composite failure is not taken into ac-
count. �erefore, in the future work, the numerical model
should be enriched in order to catch CFRP progressive
damage until the failure.
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Figure 17: Numerical and experimental inextensional buckling mode: (a) 3 CFRP layers; (b) 4 CFRP layers.
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Figure 18: Experiment and simulation: (a) 3 CFRP layers; (b) 4 CFRP layers.
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In the case of strengthening with three or more layers of
CFRP, the numerical model associated to incremental cal-
culation (Newton-Raphson) does not detect the bifurcation
in the third or fourth mode observed experimentally. Even
Riks calculation failed to catch the bifurcated branch
equilibrium. In order to better correlate the numerical re-
sults to the experiments in the strengthening case involving
three or more layers of CFRP, a structure perturbed by an
initial defect collinear to mode 4 of the Euler bifurcation
analysis has been considered. -is artifice allows to correlate
in part of the experimental results (Figures 17 and 18), that
is, the initial rigidity and the first part of the nonlinear
behavior. However, the numerical model overestimates the
real strength of the strengthened structure. -e non-
conservative aspect of the modelling requires taking into
account the various damages that the CFRP supported
during the loading process (localized ruptures and localized
delamination).

-e gain on the bearing capacity can be described by
a bilinear function of the layers number (Figure 19). -e
change in slope observed during the passage from two to
three layers is explained by the mode change observed ex-
perimentally. For one and two layers, the axisymmetric
mode guarantees essentially a membrane behavior (exten-
sional mode). -e bifurcation in a quasi-inextensional mode
(mode n � 4), obtained for a strengthening equal to or
greater than three layers of CFRP, leads to kinematics
combining membrane and flexion. -en local curvature
variations favor the interlayer delamination as well as the
fiber ruptures, which reduces the gain on bearing capacity.

5. Conclusions

-is study allowed us to validate the concept of strengthened
thick metallic shells using external layer of composite strip
impregnated with epoxy resin. A substantial increase of the
buckling load is here demonstrated.

(i) For the mild steel thick shells (R/t � 17) here
studied, a gain more than 40% is noticed on the
bearing capacity when the shell is strengthened with

3 layers of CFRP, and in the case of strengthening by
five layers, the gain is higher than 40%.

(ii) Starting from three layers, the buckling mode
changes; the axisymmetric extensional mode gives
way to inextensional mode 3 or 4.

(iii) Knowing that for in situ reinforcement, the perfect
adherence of the composite reinforcement to the
steel shell cannot be systematically guaranteed, and
the effect of the CFRP layer adhesion on the metal
shell has been carefully studied. -e conducted tests
allowed us to conclude that the steel/composite
bonding is not fundamental in terms of bearing
capacity.

(iv) -e numerical simulation, although integrating
restrictive hypotheses with regard to the choice of
kinematics (no delamination or metal/composite
or composite/composite interface debonding) and
behavior laws (no damage of composite as fiber
failure was considered), leads to the results which
correlate correctly the experiments, at least in the
precritical domain, as well as buckling initiation.
However, according to this simplified modeling,
the final gain in bearing capacity induced by the
CFRP reinforcement is overestimated. -e nu-
merical simulation of steel/composite multilayer
shells must be improved by considering a behavior
law integrating the different damages of the
composite, in particular localized failure of fibers
induced by tensile stress and layers delamination
induced by local bending as well as fragile failure of
composite layer. A model integrating these aspects
is necessary for the good estimation of the bearing
capacity as well as the successions of local softening
and upward branches until the final collapse of the
shell.
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